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The goal of harvest scheduling is to produce a practical operations schedule that
can be implemented in the field by operational foresters and maximizes all values. The
resulting harvest units need to represent a close approximation to what will be done
operationally and while emulating natural disturbance regimes and topographic
boundaries using flow direction surfaces. Two methods of meeting spatially acceptable
harvest units through a heuristic algorithm and a mixed integer programming method. A
factor analysis was conducted on both to determine the statistical significance between 3
forest characterizations and mean financial and shape index indicators. Mixed integer
programming had higher cash flows and net present values per hectare and the heuristic
method had higher net present value per cubic meter at the 95% level of significance.
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INTRODUCTION
The allocation of harvest units for the scheduling of management activities in
native and plantation forests has gotten more complex in recent years. VicForests, a
Victoria, Australia state run enterprise is responsible for managing block sizes, adjacency
and green up delays, and meeting regulatory guidelines from state government for
harvesting in water catchments that provide water to the city of Melbourne, Victoria
while also complying with 3rd party forest certification audits to the Australian Forestry
Standard.
Coupes, known as harvest units Figure 1, are produced to satisfy an allocation
order from the state government and must achieve a necessary volume to supply local
sawmills with 497,000 cubic meters (m3 ) of hardwood saw logs per year (DSE 2008).

Figure 1

Three coupes in the Central Highlands, of Victoria, Australia after final post
harvest inspections have taken place by the Department of Sustainability and
the Environment 2014

Photo courtesy of VicForests
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It is critical that the volume harvested from each coupe is utilized to its fullest.
Harvest units are often reduced by 50% from planned to actual cuts due to a variety of
topographic and access constraints. The minimum block size that is harvested is five
hectares (ha) and the maximum opening size is 120 ha (DSE 2008). An operational
feasible harvesting schedule is essential to achieve this economic objective.
To meet volume commitments contracted by VicForests with its customers it
must ensure that the planned and actual volume achieved are much closer today and
comply with a sustainable harvest level. Operational foresters depend on a long-term plan
as a guide for their future planning of harvest coupes and roads. An inaccurate plan with
in-operable coupes leads to more field verifications and lengthy delays in transporting
harvesting equipment from inoperable to operable sites when harvesting has commenced.
In 1994, a draft set of forest principles was adopted by the Sustainable Forestry
Initiative (SFI) in the United States.(Walters and Cox 2001). These guidelines SFI (1994)
included the following objectives; maximum clear-cut size, minimum buffer widths
between harvest openings, and minimum time intervals between harvests of adjacent
areas (i.e., green-up intervals). This led to the development of Remsoft’s forest planning
system and these guidelines have been adopted by many organizations throughout the
world (Walters and Cox 2001). The objectives that SFI addresses are similar to the
regulations that VicForests must comply with in Victoria Australia. This led to the choice
to use Remsoft’s forest estate modeling software.
Remsoft, Inc. has developed two software packages that address SFI planning
called Woodstock and Stanley. The system is based on a (Jamnick and Walters 1993)
hierarchical planning approach of distinct but linked models. A conventional strategic
2

harvest schedule is used to estimate long-term harvest schedules and identify forest
classes suitable for harvesting in each planning period. The initial planning periods of
the strategic schedule are then allocated to specific forest stands to form a tactical harvest
schedule that complies with spatial restrictions (Walter and Cox 2001).
A need for more detailed blocks that emulate natural topological and ecological
boundaries is consistently the requirement of operational staff in most industrial forests
worldwide. (Jeremy Allen, personal communication, June 6, 2009) A sample of the new
methodology for Coupe design is shown in Figure 2, which that demonstrates harvesting
according to natural landscape shapes. The older rectangular design is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2

A forest coupe that was clear cut in 2014 conforms to curvilinear boundaries
with a high perimeter to area ratio located within sloping topography of the
Central Highlands of Victoria 2014

Photo courtesy of VicForests
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Figure 3

A coupe that has distinct rectangular boundaries that does not conform to the
adjacent topography of the Central Highlands of Victoria, Australia 2014

Photo courtesy of VicForests
Barrett (1997) noted that if spatially dependent outputs are to be accurately
predicted by planning models, the size and spatial pattern of harvest units in the
landscape-planning model must resemble what could be implemented on the ground. In
those cases where data is available to modelers, it is based most commonly on vegetative
types rather than potential harvest units. Developing reasonable shaped harvest units over
very large land areas can present a challenge to modelers. Forest planners often use a
Geographic Information System (GIS) to produce overlay maps to produce potential
harvest units. These layers often come from varying resolutions of data collection and
often produce large potential harvest polygons. Planners are faced with how to divide
4

polygons in a fashion that approximates the size, shape, and spatial pattern of harvest
units, as they will be delineated in the forest Barrett (1997).
Current forestry practices in native forests of Australia disperse harvest blocks
across the landscape, causing increased fragmentation as compared to natural disturbance
from fire. Carlson et al. (2007). They also found that using harvesting as landscape
management tool through aggregating harvest blocks is one potential strategy to improve
an approximation of a natural landscape pattern. In Victoria, there is a policy of a
maximum opening size of 120 ha which causes increasing complexity when designing
harvest units with the exception of commercial thinning (DSE 1998). This is due to state
environmental policy and regulations and is not a requirement of certification in
Australia. I was able to control the distribution of block size with Stanley and create a
harvest schedule that has a realistic distribution of harvest area sizes.
Digital elevation models (DEMs) can be used to derive information about land
surface morphology and traditional raster analysis methods can be used to derive slope,
aspect, and shaded relief information, delineate depressions, overland flow paths, and
watershed boundaries Jenson (1991). Remmel et al. (2008) compared the use of LiDAR
(Laser Imaging, Detection and Ranging) with a conventional provincial level DEMs for
watershed delineation. The benefits include the ability to represent streams of lower order
to define crisp watershed boundaries, and the more accurate identification of local
depressions that form potentially wet sites. This approach identified wet sites that should
be avoided during forest operations (e.g., skidder traffic) and can provide additional
information for trail layout, road planning, and water crossings.

5

With the advent of LiDAR and more detailed digital terrain models the ability
exists to improve the detail, concerning elevation and slope and detailed watershed
boundaries to determine the shape of potential stands to be aggregated into potential
harvest units. In the past, foresters have had to rely on aerial imagery and contour maps to
determine ecological and operational boundaries. These newly derived boundaries are
more irregular and simulate the effects of natural disturbances.
Preparation of harvesting plans in native regrowth forests in Victoria is a lengthy,
costly, and complicated process. However, many environmental and regulatory
conditions, which affect harvesting prescriptions, have a strong spatial element (e.g.,
steep slope exclusion). LiDAR can greatly assist in defining the Net Harvestable Area
(NHA) through rapid and automated feature classifications derived from high spatial
resolution DEMs and canopy height surfaces (Turner 2007). Carroll et al. (2005) noted
that many factors can influence implementation of a strategic harvesting plan. Perhaps
the most important factor is the data used as input into strategic models, which may not
be perfect in terms of spatial location and extent and product grade mix for the customer.
As a result, some areas scheduled for management may not be viable when the forest
manager evaluates the strategic harvesting plan. All strategic plans incorporate many
assumptions revenues and costs that can change quickly. Weather and road access can
also influence the strategic plan implementation.
My overall study objective is to evaluate if using a mixed integer programming
(MIPS) formulation with Digital Elevation Model (DEM) generated coupe boundaries
produces an operational coupe boundary better suited for a potential harvest unit under
three differently stratified forest landscape using area, species and age class. This was
6

then compared to traditional methods using heuristic stand selection and Remsoft’s
Woodstock and Stanley. The metrics used for the comparison were financial and based
on quantitative landscape ecology.
The spatial data sets are based on three levels of spatial stratification: (1) a
minimum coupe size of five ha (2) a minimum coupe size of five ha respecting age class
structure, and (3) a combination of (1) and (2). Landscape boundaries will be derived
using a flow direction model and overlaying these boundaries with age-class and species
strata, slope, and environmental exclusion layers to form a pre-blocked forest. These data
sets will then used in a model formulation using the same forest description but ignoring
the boundaries created based on flow accumulation.

7

LITERATURE REVIEW
A major goal in natural resource management has long been balancing the
environmental, social and economic uses of forestlands. During the period of the 1800’s
forests were once considered so vast and plentiful, particularly in the United States, that
no level of utilization of this natural resource would have been imagined as having a
significant impact on inventories or the environment (Murray et al.2004). It was
recognized that past forest practices did not guarantee a continued resource base capable
of supporting all consumer demands and preserve native flora and fauna (Murray et al.
2004).
Most long-term forest planning is accomplished through the use of stratum-based
models (Jamnick and Walters 1993). These models are often used to determine timber
and other forest output levels in the presence of forest-wide constraints. Since stratumbased models use aggregated land units and averaged cost and growth and yield
information, they cannot explicitly recognize the site-specific and operational
considerations that actually guide on the ground forest activities. It is widely recognized,
therefore, that the solutions to stratum-based models are only estimates of the actual
forest outputs that can be obtained from the forest (Jamnick and Walters 1993).
Forest analysts have helped bridge the gap between highly aggregated strategic
models and operation harvest planning with the use of spatially explicit harvest models to
8

aid in decision-making for operational foresters. In forest regions like British Columbia,
Canada and Victoria, Australia there is a definite need to make long run sustained yield
calculations reflecting operational constraints and thus impact local decision making
directly. With this in mind I have reviewed the current and past literature to show how
the tools that we use today have evolved. I have now been able to use flow direction grids
from originating from LIDAR and geography analytics combined with linear (LP), mixed
integer programming (MIPS) and heuristic methods from operations research under
different forest characterizations to produce a more operational realistic harvest schedule.
Optimization and Heuristic Methods
Bettinger et al. (2009) have described strategic forest management planning
involving long-term forecasts of the economic, ecological, and social consequences of
selective courses of action for achieving long-term goal of net present value (NPV) and
harvest flow. Tactical forest plans take into account spatial relationships between
management activities, and cover shorter periods of time ranging up to 20 years. Tactical
plan take into account the current forest when achieving spatial constraints and do not
look at the future regenerated forest. Operational planning involves determining specific
courses of action and allocation of resources needed to achieve higher-level goals and is
often only 1-3 years in duration Bettinger et al. (2009).
The economic value of a forest is usually determined by doing a valuation of that
forest. The most common metric used in valuation of tactical plans are maximization of
NPV, cash flow, net revenue, and even flow of harvesting activities Bullard et al. (1993),
while respecting regulatory requirements like adjacency and green-up constraints and
patch size. For example, LP has long been the primary method for developing long-term
9

forest management schedules. George B. Dantzig for the U.S. Air Force as used today
developed the LP concept in 1947 (Dorfman et al. 1958). Dantzig is considered the
originator of the simplex method of solving general LP problems. Curtis (1962) showed
that linear programming has been defined many ways. He described LP as a technique for
specifying how to use limited resources or business capacities to obtain a particular
objective such as least cost, highest margin, or least time, when those resources have
alternative uses. Bell (1977) concluded that LP belongs to a group of analytical
techniques involving optimization of some particular objective by placing specified
restraints on resources allocated to alternative activities. In forestry, LP has been the most
common form of mathematical programming, where the objective and constraints are
expressed in the form of linear equations (Bettinger et al. 2009). The application of LP to
optimized harvest schedules has been around since the late 1950s and Curtis (1962) was
one of the first to implement the technique for the optimization of a hypothetical harvest
schedule. Kidd et al. (1966) demonstrated the applicability of LP to forest regulation,
using the Seward forest located in Brunswick, Virginia. Kidd et al. 1966 stated that LP
can be a powerful aid to forest management decision-making. The technique is limited
only by the size of the problem, computer capacity and ability of the human mind to
formulate the problem and interpret the solution.
As the need for spatial feasibility in these schedules became more common, it is
only natural that researchers have tried to incorporate spatial constraints within their
preferred modeling framework. Basknet and Jordan (2002) noted that a variety of
modeling approaches, involving a variety of forest descriptions and management
objectives, have been developed using mathematical optimizing and simulation
10

techniques. Simulation involves a heuristic approach whereby important knowledge is
gained from forest dynamics, including configuration and may lead to further insights
when finding a solution. It does not, however, produce an optimal solution due to its
sequential search nature. Basknet and Jordan (2002).
MIPS requires some but not all of the decision variables to be integers whereas
LP has a continuous real number assigned to its decision variables after an optimal
solution is determined. Bettinger et al. (1999) used MIPS to solve a simple 700-unit
hypothetical management scenario with a single harvest choice over five periods, but
failed to obtain a feasible solution in a reasonable time. It took several days to reach an
optimal solution for even a 40 unit, hypothetical management problem. Unfortunately,
the integer programming (IP) or MIPS problems structured so far have been far more
time consuming to solve than continuous linear programs (LP), leading to a recent trend
towards the development of heuristic solution methods (Snyder and Revelle 1996).
Bettinger et al. (2005) generated heuristic solutions that were within 1 percent of an
integer solution. The on draw back was that four runs of the heuristic were needed to
confidently assume that the best will likely be within 1 percent of the global optimum.
Murray (1999) proposed two approaches to addressing adjacency constraints to be
applied in harvest scheduling. One was to conduct a preliminary screening so that spatial
units are defined in a manner that will maintain the maximum opening size. A
mathematical model may then be used to guarantee that no two adjacent units are
simultaneously prescribed in the same planning period of a forest management plan. This
ensures that no prescribed unit or collection of units will exceed the specified area limit.
An alternative approach is based on the area of individual spatial units being significantly
11

below the maximum area limit of 74 hectares (ha). In this case, simultaneously assigning
harvest activity to neighboring units may be feasible, as long as the total contiguous area
treated does not exceed the maximum area limit. Lockwood and Moore (1993) first
applied a simulated annealing to the problem of finding a harvest intervention schedule
that maximized sustainable wood supplies while adhering to harvest block size and
harvest adjacency delays. They demonstrated that simulated annealing could handle such
spatial constraints with reasonable speed and, at the same time, provide a near optimal
solution. Murray and Church (1995) used three different heuristic solution methods (i.e.,
interchange, simulated annealing, Tabu search) to solve spatially constrained harvest
schedules that also included road construction decisions. They reported near optimal
results compared to linear programming solutions for short planning horizons.
Remsoft, Inc. (1996) developed a forest planning system based on a two-tier
approach linking strategic and tactical planning. The system uses LP to develop a
strategic harvest schedule that reflects long-term goals such as harvest flows, silvicultural
costs, and age class distribution requirements. The strategic harvest schedule was then
used to guide a blocking and scheduling algorithm (Stanley) that used local improvement
and random restart heuristics to generate spatially feasible harvest schedules for a shorter
tactical planning horizon.

Jamnick and Walters (1993) and Clements et al. (1990)

used algorithms to generate harvest blocks and schedule them under adjacency
constraints. Their findings showed that manually delineated blocks resulted in sustainable
harvest levels that were significantly lower than heuristically obtained schedules.
Walters and Cox (2001) used a block configuration from their best Stanley
solution on pine stands in the south eastern United States (U.S.) and a mixed-integer
12

programming formulation of the block harvest-scheduling problem was developed. After
30 hours (hr) of processing, the best feasible solution achieved 75.8% of the strategic
harvest volumes forecasted in the Woodstock strategic schedule. The flow variation was
about half that of the Stanley solution (1.3%) suggesting some inefficiencies in allocation
by the Stanley algorithms. However, the Stanley algorithm performed well, attaining
99.7% of the MIP harvest volume level in less than one-tenth of the computation time of
the Optimization Subroutine Library (OSL) branch-and-bound algorithm.
Spatial forest-planning problems are, however, combinational in nature
Lockwood and (Moore 1993; Baskent et al. 2000). In other words mathematicalprogramming algorithms that can be used to recognize spatial relationships include
integer or mixed integer programming formulations. These techniques can provide
optimal solutions to spatial forest-planning problems that are combinational in nature and
difficult to solve. However, there is a drawback of using these techniques. When the
number of stands, time periods and exclusion period increases, the number of constraints
needed to express all relationships also disproportionately increases (Lockwood and
Moore 1993). The problem may become too large to solve by IP or MIPS techniques.
The computer time needed to find the optimum grows exponentially except for
specialized branch and bound formulations.
Scenario analysis is a process of analyzing possible future events by considering
alternative possible outcomes (sometimes called "alternative worlds" (Huss 1988). Thus,
the scenario analysis, which is a main method of projections, does not try to show one
exact picture of the future. Instead, it presents consciously several alternative future
developments. In short, several scenarios are demonstrated in a scenario analysis to show
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possible future outcomes. It is useful to generate a combination of an optimistic, a
pessimistic, and a most likely scenario. Although highly discussed, experience has shown
that around three scenarios are most appropriate for further discussion and selection
(Huss 1988).
Digital Elevation Models and basin delineation
A DEM is a computerized representation of the earth’s relief Liu and Zhang
(2008). Different formats exist, among the most usual are triangulated irregular networks
(TIN), regular grids, contour lines and scattered data points. A DEM is most commonly
described either by a wire frame model or an image matrix in which the value of each
pixel is associated with a specific topographic height. Liu and Zhang (2008) have used
airborne Light Detection and Ranging in Victoria Australia, providing a means for high
density and high accuracy topographic data acquisition. One of the appealing features in
the LiDAR output is the direct availability of three-dimensional coordinates of points in
object space. LiDAR data has become a major source of digital terrain information and
has been used in a variety of fields including forest management, however, terrain
modeling has been the primary focus of most LiDAR collection missions (Hodgson et al.
2005).
DEMs can be used to derive a wealth of information about the morphology of a
land surface (U.S. Geological Survey 1987). Algorithms traditionally included in most
raster processing systems use neighborhood operations to calculate slope, aspect, and
shaded relief (Klingebiel et al. 1988) and points of inflection (Peucker and Douglas
1975). While watersheds and overland flow paths are closely related to slope, aspect, and
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inflection information, they also present non-neighborhood problems such as determining
direction of flow in the interior of a large flat area.
DEM raster data represent the elevation of the land surface at consistent, discrete
intervals. Because hydrologic processes are driven by gravity, water follows the path with
the steepest slope over the land surface, and continuous elevation information can be used
to determine the direction of flow at every point in the landscape. Once the direction of
flow is determined, a contributing area threshold can be defined to predict where river
channels will begin, or alternatively, contributing areas can be calculated for predefined
river segments with a flow direction grid. This is the same principle that can be used for
defining the topography that influences a forest coupe design. (Beven 2012).
There are many interpolation methods available for constructing a DEM from
sample elevation points. The variety of available interpolation methods has led to
questions about which is most appropriate in different contexts and has stimulated several
comparative studies of relative accuracy (Zimmerman et al. 1999). It has been
demonstrated that the inverse distance weighted (IDW) method performs well if
sampling density is high (Ali 2004). LiDAR data have high sampling intensity, and so
the IDW approach is a suitable interpolator for DEM generation from LiDAR data (Liu et
al. 2007).
Douglas (1986) gave an excellent description of techniques that have been
developed to define ridges, channels, watersheds, and other hydrological features from
DEMs. These techniques are generally based on neighborhood operations where
calculations and decisions are made for a cell based on the values in the eight cells that
are spatially adjacent in the raster. Previous research has most universally recognized that
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depressions, area surrounded by higher elevation values, in the DEM data are problematic
when determining hydrological flow directions because the depressions must fill before
the flow can continue. The most common approach is to “fill” depressions by increasing
the values of cells in each depression to the value of the cell with the lowest value on the
depressions boundary (Douglas, 1986).
Jenson and Dominique (1988) state flow direction for a cell is the direction a
water will flow out of the cell. It is encoded to correspond to the orientation of one of the
eight cells that surround the cell (x) as follows in Figure 4:
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32
16

Figure 4
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An example of a 3x3 flow direction matrix used to produce a single flow
derived pixel value.

For example, if cell x flows to the left in the matrix, its flow direction will be
encoded as 32. Flow direction encoding is done in powers of two so that surround
conditions correspond to unique values when the powers of two are summed for any
unique set of neighbors. Flow accumulation quantifies how much water flows through
each point of the terrain if water is poured uniformly onto it. Flow routing and
accumulation are used in the computation of other terrain attributes such as topographic
convergence, drainage network, and watersheds, that are in turn, used to model various
hydrological, geomorphologic, and biological processes in the terrain like soil water
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content, erosion potential, plant species distribution, and sediment flow (Arge et al.
2003). Arnold (2010) noted that the calculation of flow accumulation matrices from
DEMs is a common procedure in many hydrographical analyses, as well as in other areas
of physical geography. Flow accumulation matrices can be used to infer soil moisture
patterns, zones of saturation, and generation of run-off from saturated areas.
Bourque and Pomeroy (2001) modeled stream networks based on flow
accumulation to determine stream networks at Hayward Brook in New Brunswick
Canada to determine the effect of pre and post-harvest using stream buffers. Murphy et
al. (2008) use DEM data to map local flow networks by way of automatically discerning
topographically defined flow directions and accumulations. Geographical information
systems (GIS) have the ability to calculated basins and sub-watersheds quite easily. This
typical involves using a basin algorithm applied to a flow direction grid. Band (1986)
developed a technique to delineate sub-watersheds or basins by isolating ridgelines in
deeply incised terrain and assumed that depressions and flats were to significant features.
The Tactical Planning concept and challenges when constructing harvest units
Hierarchical planning is one approach to forest management planning in general,
and its success is dependent on including one set of constraints at a strategic level and
introducing additional constraints both at spatial and temporal scales. A decision-making
process that is hierarchical in nature has accomplished Forest planning. This hierarchal
structure has been divided into three principal levels as strategic, tactical and operational
planning (Sessions and Bettinger 2004). In strategic planning, the long-term objectives
are set. The planning horizon is generally set to be longer than one and a half the length
of a rotation age of the dominant species in a planning unit. In tactical planning where we
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are concentrating our efforts in this case study, a forest manager “translates” the strategic
objectives into goals for the tactical planning period and decides which measures have to
be carried out and which means to use to achieve this. The length of the tactical-planning
horizon runs usually from one to two periods (Van Raffe, 2000). This will vary
depending on the species rotation lengths and policy objectives of the forest estate owner.
Tarp and Helles (1997) state that forests are for administrative reasons divided
into management units, compartments and sub-compartments. These units also form the
basis for incorporating variations in growing conditions. Management planning involves
selecting a treatment for each of the units, although similar units may be grouped into
well – defined strata such as tree species and age classes.
Nelson (2001) observed that for large planning problems (50,000 – 1,000,000 ha)
forecasted over 100 years, the most challenging barrier to timely timber supply and
landscape structure analysis is the preparation of spatial data. Designing and digitally
recording potential harvest units is time consuming and expensive, plus it is quite
inflexible for sensitivity analysis related to opening size and patch size distributions. At
the operational level, where strategic decisions are implemented, foresters must be
confident that harvest units are correctly engineered, meet short-term market demands,
satisfy current policy, and are accessible (Nelson 2001). These harvest units historically
were primarily manually designed, because the need for detail cannot be confidently
captured from maps and aerial photographs. At the tactical level, harvest units can be
manually planned from maps and aerial photographs, or they can be generated with
computer models that attempt to capture fundamental design principles such as
operability, opening size, and matching timber types. It is rare when these planned
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harvest units, regardless of the design method, match the operationally engineered units
used in the actual harvest (Nelson 2001).
Barrett (1997) observed that if spatially dependent planning models accurately
predicted outputs, size and spatial patterns of harvest units in the landscape-planning
model must resemble what could be implemented on the ground. In those cases, where
data available to modelers are based on vegetation types rather than potential harvest
units, developing reasonable shaped harvest units over large land areas can present a
challenge to modelers Barrett (1997). In the field, a forester is likely to use a number of
considerations in choosing the boundary of harvesting units and include: type of
silviculture, topography, engineering considerations for cable harvesting, adjacency to
roads, potential skid trails, regeneration success, impacts on wildlife, legal restrictions on
unit sizes, proximity to streams or lakes, aesthetic impacts, fire concerns, or presence of
disease or insect damage Barrett (1997). For large land areas these decisions often cannot
be made in advance to be incorporated into long-term strategic planning because the set
of criteria for delineating any single harvest unit is complex and dynamic (Barrett 1997).
Barrett (1997) also observed when planners create overlay maps that are often used as a
basis for harvest scheduling numerous slivers are created. Slivers can in some cases be
recombined with adjacent stand units, but this requires additional processing. Also
recombining a sliver with an adjacent unit that differs by the criteria used to create the
initial stands, such as vegetation or soil type, can result in some loss of accuracy in the
prediction of inventory, harvest volumes, and vegetation change.
One of the challenges in homogenous forests that do not have easily identifiable
tract boundaries and symmetric shapes that do not emulate natural stand conditions
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occurs when forming logical harvest units. Lockwood and Moore (1993) noted that the
forest planners are faced with the same problem of using automated methods such as
grids and Voronoi tessellation methods, which are a methodology for randomly dividing
a space into polygons. Barrett (1997) demonstrated how to sub-divide polygons in a
fashion that approximates the size, shape and spatial pattern of harvest units. In addition,
even when polygons are smaller than the harvest unit sizes, subdivision may still provide
useful flexibility for scheduling models that assemble forest polygons into larger
harvesting units. Walters and Wasgatt (1996) used rasterized stand boundaries at a
variety of cell resolutions and focused on using the centroids of bays and ponds for
subdivision. By connecting the centroids from bays and ponds a stand the hoped to create
a mosaic of irregularly shaped allocation units: however, GIS automation and field
implementation was not possible. Rectangular grids were oriented perpendicular to a road
network but the road was not oriented in any particular direction and a number of corner
point adjacencies that were generated was quite large and no better than the grid method.
The best solution that they developed was to use a hexagon pattern that had limited
corner-point adjacencies. Stands that were used for this approach were larger than 23 ha.
Since the other forest types would not be clear cut, they were not subject to the opening
size and green-up restrictions and thus subdividing these stands would serve no purpose
(Walters and Wasgatt 1996).
Harvested tract sizes over 120 ha have been reported to be more economic
advantageous versus smaller tracts (Cubbage 1983). Average costs increased rapidly on
tracts below 120 ha and were frequently prohibitive on tracts below 40 ha. It will be more
difficult to find stands to form harvest units that meet minimum economic operability
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thresholds with increasing fragmentation thereby increasing the need for more automated
harvesting methods. Barrett et al. (1998) created harvest blocks in a manner intended to
simulate how a forester would choose harvest unit boundaries; boundaries were created
based on current vegetation, ownership, stream buffer zones, aspect and size limits. They
also found that increasing the rotation length from 60 to 90 years for regenerated stands
slightly decreased NPV. Snyder and Revell (1996) have used grids to form harvest units
and have created a Grid packing model, as they sought to maximize timber volumes that
could be harvested in a single time period, subject to harvest adjacency constraints that
restricted harvests on adjacent parcels.
Daust and Nelson (1993) have argued that there are two reasons why the spatial
relationships between harvest units are not generally included in the long-range planning
process. First, most long-range planning models, LP included, represent the forest with a
list of different forest strata. These strata tend to be broad relative to operational
delineations and encompass stands from various locations across the forest. This
aggregate data structure arises because of the large amounts of data associated with the
vast areas and long planning horizons being considered. To include location-specific data
would greatly increase formulation and solution times.
Jordan and Baskent (1992) observed that an aspatial approach that lacks locationspecific resolution affected wood supply models developed in the 1980’s. Modeling and
forecasting is limited to the numeric, aspatial distribution of a forest’s stand development
types and stages. Lacking a means to control the locations of interventions, contemporary
models are limited to aspatial harvest and silvicuture strategies and the production of
aspatial forest response indicators and implementation schedules that do not reflect on21

the-ground operational realities. Consequently, they provide a flawed assessment of wood
supply.
Jamnick et al. (1990) observed that the relative difference between optimal
objective function values in stand type and management unit LP models is influenced by
the heterogeneity of the particular forest being modeled and the resolution of the stand
types or management units. If there are large areas that of the forest that are similar in
site, vegetative size, species composition and spatial distribution, then the differences
between the optimal objective function values would be expected to be small. In fact, if a
forest is completely homogenous with respect to growth and yield, it can be divided in a
variety of ways with different size units and each resulting harvest schedule will have the
same objective function value. They also noticed that on a forest with a lot of spatial
clumpiness and variation over area of 2-8 ha the differences between the objective
function values would be expected to increase as compared with a more homogenous
forest, unless the resolution of the stand types or management units was increased.
Shape Index
Shape Index (SI) is a derivation of a common metric perimeter-area index, which
describes the compactness of a patch see equation 1. Unlike the perimeter-area index, SI
is not dependent on the scale of the patch. The most compact shape for an area is a circle,
which would have an SI value of 1. More uneven or elongated areas will have relatively
more edge compared with the area and have higher SI values (Korosuo 2014)
𝑆𝐼𝑝 =

Perimeter
2√𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑥 𝜋
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(1)

Öhman and Lämås (2005) also used shape index in Equation 1 as a criterion in
long -term forest planning, for decreasing the fragmentation of old forest in the
landscape. The SI is evaluated by solving a two-objective problem that aims at
maximizing the NPV and at minimizing the SI in a landscape.
Wallin et al. (1994) and Tinker et al. (1998) found that smaller stands had
increased stand edge following management. Etheridge et al. (2006) found that the mean
shape index declined with management, demonstrating a trend towards simplifying patch
shape over time. A long history of rectangular-shaped clear cuts and to a lesser extent
partial harvesting, from the 1960’s to the late 1980’s, resulted in this trend (Betts et al.
2003). Since the 1990’s the Irving Company of Saint John, New Brunswick, Canada has
developed policy to create harvest blocks that follow natural stand boundaries and now
retention islands are routinely left within clear cuts.
Statistical Analysis
Shepard et al. (1995) asked participants to weight the nine criteria in three
different ways: (1) selection of the top priority criterion; (2) ranking of the criteria in
order of importance; (3) unconstrained allocation of 30 points among the criteria, with
more points to be given to more important criteria. A variety of statistical tests were
conducted to gauge commonality and differences in weightings among groups and
criteria. This included analysis of variance, conducted for each of the nine criteria
separately, with the stakeholder group as the independent variable. Multi-comparison
tests were performed to check for significant differences in overall weightings among the
criteria, across all participants. Simple comparison tests, using Duncan’s multiple range
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test, were used to test for significant differences between groups on each sustainability
criterion.
Zhu and Bettinger (2008) used a study design to evaluate the best heuristic model
that produced the highest near optimal NPV for assessing green-up constraints, where
there were three factors (ownership size, ownership pattern, and initial age class
distribution) and each factor had 3 levels (for ownership size: small, medium, and large;
for ownership pattern: random, dispersed and clumped; for age class: young, normal and
older). An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to further quantitatively analyse the
effect, and to detect whether there were significant differences in the forest plans
developed for the 27 hypothetical landowners. Their overall model was significant at
level 0.0001, which indicated that at least one of the factors (ownership size, ownership
pattern, or initial age class distribution) had significantly different mean values across
different levels. The treatment effect and treatment interaction effect analyses indicated
that ownership size, initial age class distribution, and the interaction of ownership size
and initial age class distributions were significant at the level of 0.05.
Study Area
The Central Highlands region in which block 286 is located is about 120
kilometers

(km) north-east of Melbourne, Victoria and is located at 37 º 20 ´ latitude

and 140 º 30 ´ E longitude Figure 5.
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Figure 5

Block 286 is a 3,002-hectare study area in the Central Highlands of Victoria,
Australia owned by the state of Victoria and licensed to the crown
corporation VicForests for harvesting

A different study area, in the Romeo Malette Forest near Timmins, Ontario,
Canada, was mostly flat and the provincial level DEM lacked the precision to capture
local detail. The resulting watersheds contained numerous highly geometric and
orthogonal boundaries and produced a series of inter-connected rectangular sub-basins. In
choosing the study site in Victoria, Australia the knowledge learned from the Romeo
Malette Forest was taken into consideration by choosing a site (Block 286), which had
elevation differences of 1300 meters (m).
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The region experiences mild, humid winters with occasional periods of snow.
Summers are generally cool. The area has been defined as a maritime temperate climate
(Cfb) under the Koppen system of climatic classification (Dick 1975). A climatic analysis
of the study area was done using the computer program BIOCLIM Nix 1986) gave a
range of 7.8-133.4 C in the mean annual temperature. Mean annual precipitation varied
from 975-1700 millimeters (mm). Eucalyptus Regnans (Mountain Ash) forests in
Victoria cover 249,550 ha (Flint and Fagg 2007). Of this more than half occurs in the
Central Highland region (Macfarlane et al 1998). Composition of the age class structure
of Block 286 is largely Eucalyptus delagentensis and Eucalyptus Regnans and is a
secondary stratum Figure 6.

Figure 6

2011 Initial age class distribution for the Block 286 study area in the
Central Highlands, Victoria, Australia
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METHODS
The methods section is composed of seven subsections which describe the process
of generating scenarios that demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of using heuristics
(Woodstock and Stanley) compared to using MIPS using 3 modeled data sets with
different levels of aggregation based on minimum stand area, minimum stand area and
species and minimum stand area, species and age. The sections used are 3.1 modeling
assumptions and initial data requirements preparation, 3.2, flow direction and forest
characterization, 3.3 stand aggregation to form hypothetical coupes, 3.4 data sets and
scenarios, 3.5 mixed integer programming and coupes, 3.6 heuristics -woodstock and
Stanley) and 3.7 statistical analysis. The models were compared on the basis of NPV and
cash flows, average area and volume harvested, and shape index of the resulting coupes
over a 25-year tactical planning horizon. The ranges of scenarios that were produced are
a combination of the above data sets and modeling techniques. A factorial analysis using
SAS (Statistical Analysis Software) was used to determine which metrics are statistical
different between the two modeling techniques and the 3 data sets described above.
Modeling assumptions and initial data preparation
A forest description for Block 286 was provided by VicForests as an ESRI GIS
coverage based on the latest updates for harvesting for the fiscal year 2010 / 2011, a 20 m
resolution DEM, yield files for designated yield classes, roads, and designated streams. A
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Woodstock model was then developed that maximized Npv with basic constraints for
wood flow and cash flow requirements using a discount rate of 4%. A 4% real discount
was chosen based on past experience of previous analysts at the Department of
Sustainability and Environment (DSE) and VicForests in Melbourne, Victoria and it
allowed the model to not delay the harvest to the final planning period of a simulation.
The formulation for the Linear Programming Model Type 2 that was the basis for the
Stanley simulation is shown in Equation 2.
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 (

𝑁𝑝𝑣 𝑝𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑗,𝑘
(1+𝑖)𝑡−1

)

where:
J = Spatial Strata
t = Number of 5 year Periods
I = 4% discount factor
Subject to:
Area Constraints:
5
∑𝑡=1
𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑗,𝑘 ≤ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑗,𝑘

Sequential Flow Constraints:
∑𝑁
𝑗=1 𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑗,𝑘 𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑗,𝑘
≥ 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 ∀𝑡
∑𝑁
𝑗=1 𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑗,𝑘 𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑗,𝑘
≤ 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 ∀𝑡
A fragmentation analysis was conducted using spatial Woodstock to aid in the
Stanley blocking. All planting areas less than five years were pre-blocked and adjacent
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(2)

stands were not permitted to be harvested until they were greater than five years old. This
is commonly known as the age effective green–up delay.
Data preparation for the Woodstock and Stanley modeling involved updating the
Woodstock area file for the latest regulatory exclusions and operational areas that were
not economically feasible to harvest based on local knowledge and access requirements.
All ash stands had their age reset to age 0 of the Woodstock model and mixed species
stands, which regenerate after fire through coppice received a 30% reduction in yield. All
other stands that were assumed to have their ages reset to Period 1 in the Woodstock area
file. The latest fires from the 2009 Black Saturday fire Figure 7, affected 450,000 ha of
ash and mixed species forests.

Figure 7

The 2009 Black Saturday bush fires that started near Yarra Glen, Victoria,
Australia

Photo courtesy of VicForests
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Salvage operations after the 2009 bush1 fire covered about 3,000 ha before
internal checking caused the saw logs to be non-commercially viable for high grade
flooring and furniture making. All other additional harvest activities were assigned a
Period 1 value for their stand age. Growth and yield information was partly supplied from
(DSE) and the rest will be incorporated from work done by VicForests’ Biometrician.
Yields were developed from a dynamic link library (DLL) and called by Woodstock to
generate saw log and low grade product estimates (e.g., pulpwood). This allowed for the
existing forest descriptions to be projected into the future and provide sustained yield
estimations.
Minimum harvest ages and life spans were defined for actions and transitions
within the model. Constraints concerning minimum harvest in water catchments were
also incorporated in the model’s optimization section. The remaining constraints were for
harvest contact commitments and sequence constraints to control the amount of area and
volume to be harvested to be within 10% over the 25-year model projection.
Flow direction and Forest Characterization
The initial process described in Figure 8 of generating our modified area file to
include hypothetical coupes involved deriving a slope layer that identified slopes that
were ≥ 30 º of slope and slopes ≤ 30 º. The slopes > 30 º were excluded from the analysis
and slopes less or equal to 30 degrees were used. The forest cover was stratified into four
age classes and two species grouping (Ash and Mixed Species Eucalyptus stands). Age
classes represented stands below 25 years of age, 25-35 years of age, 35-80 years of age,

1

Bush is the Australian word for forest.
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and 80 years and greater. This corresponds to young regenerating stands, stands eligible
for thinning for pulpwood, and the stands eligible for final felling for saw logs and
pulpwood. These slope layer less than 30 degrees and forest layers were then intersected,
and areas only eligible for conventional harvest remained because of forest regulations. A
grid was then generated from this combination and depressions were filled in the grid to
correct for anomalies that would affect flow. A flow direction analysis was performed
using ArcGIS spatial analyst and this generated a grid Figure 9 that was used by Esri’s
version 10.2.2 arc toolbox basin tool and hypothetical shapes were created that
correspond to the topography were generated. These basins were then converted to
feature classes and were the basis for preliminary coupes Figure 10.
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Figure 8
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Process diagram of building strata for coupe design in ESRI ArcGis model builder

Figure 9

Flow direction layer formed from using the hydrology toolbox command
flow direction using ESRI ArcGis 10.2.2 for a sample area of Block 286
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Figure 10

Basins formed to produce harvest units from using the ArcGIS 10.2.2 Basin
command in the hydrology toolbox of ArcGis for a sample area of Block
286

The resulting layer was then aggregated to achieve blocks that were between five
and 40 ha using a combination of an elimination process to achieve single stand alone
harvest units of greater than five ha in size. A coupe of five ha is the minimum that
VicForests will use in an annual operating plan and on average coupe ranges in size
between 15 and 40 ha.
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Stand aggregation to form hypothetical coupes
Due to past harvesting practices and wildfires, ash and mixed species forests have
created many small forest fragments. When fragments are combined and strata are greater
than five ha they create operationally feasible harvest units. A general operational rule
used by VicForests is that forest polygons for harvests must be within one km of each
other to form a coupe. These smaller units were developed using a buffer of 1,000 (m)
using ESRI’s ArcGIS and then the buffer was used as a spatial join with less than five ha
forest polygons to form a sub-coupe. An unique ID was then calculated for these forest
polygons and dissolved using the dissolve command in ArcGis to form a multi-part
polygon.
These multi-part polygons were then aggregated with the greater than five ha
polygons and using the near command in ArcGIS the smaller sub-coupes was joined to
their anchor coupes based on which one was closest regardless of coupe size to form a
suitable harvesting unit. Stand polygons that are small in size and have distances longer
than one km are costly to harvest. The harvesting of these units will cause additional
compaction with skid roads than is needed. A shape index Equation 1 was then generated
and for the entire layer and a overall average was generated with a standard deviation.
Coupes that were generated that were less than 3 standard deviations from the average
were excluded from the final coupe layer.
Data sets and scenarios
Three data sets were developed based on various levels of coupe/stand
aggregation using the coupe aggregation process in Figure 11. The first data set “base
case” frag only was concerned with a five ha minimum block size and ignored species
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and age class considerations. The second data set “base age” used age and a five ha
minimum coupe size. The third data set was “Agespecies” and used species and age and
a minimum five ha coupe size. Histograms of the distributions of hypothetical coupes for
each of the scenarios that were produced from the coupe aggregation shown in Figure 11
above using the R statistical software package and are shown in Figures 13 through to
15.
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Figure 11
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Coupe aggregation process diagram developed by ESRI ArcGis 10.2.2. Model builder
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Figure 12

Histogram of preliminary coupes produced for the data set with a five ha
minimum block size and ignored species and age class as an aggregation
technique (“frag base” data set) for block 286
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Figure 13

Histogram of preliminary coupes produced that used age and a five ha
minimum coupe size as an aggregation technique (“age” data set) for block
286
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Figure 14

Histogram of preliminary coupes produced for the data set with a five ha
minimum block size and used species and age class as an aggregation
technique (“Agespecies” data set) for block 286

The more aggregation resulted in smaller potential harvestable coupes with more
variability between the landscapes as aggregation of polygon size, age classes and species
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took place. This is shown in in Figures 12-14 and summarized in Table 1, above
comparing the median coupe size and the coefficient of variation.
Table 1

1

Descriptive statistics of the blocked landscape for block 286

Data Set
Statistic
Mean(ha)
Median(ha)
1
SD(ha)
1
CV(ha)
i
N

Frag

Age

Agespecies

14.66
11.41
11.38
77.61
225

10.61
8.59
8.36
77.82
284

10.52
8.64
8.79
83.56
282

Note: SD: Standard deviation, CV: Coefficient of Variation and N: Number of
observations

The coefficient of variation (CV) increases with increasing aggregation and the
median coupe size decreases respectfully. These 3 hypothetical data sets were then used
to generate seven scenarios.
To evaluate the applicability of using a flow direction layer as the basis for
forming harvest unit boundaries using MIPS or Heuristics seven scenarios were designed
to evaluate the three coupe data sets and one un-couped stand based data sets mentioned
previously. The seven scenarios are (1) “agemips”, (2) “orstan”, (3) “basestan”, (4)
“stanage”, (5) “stanagesp”, (6) “basemip” and (7) “agespeciesMips”. The Scenario
“agemips” uses the flow accumulation blocks and MIPS using the Age aggregated coupes
only dataset. The “orstan” scenario uses the base data set and Woodstock and Stanley to
produce a harvest schedule. The “basestan” scenario uses the base stand layer with the
flow accumulation coupes as part of the forest description. The “stanage “ scenario uses
the age aggregated coupes data set and Woodstock and Stanley to produce the harvest
schedule. The “agespecies MIPS” scenario use coupes formed from age and species
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aggregation dataset and Woodstock and Stanley to produce the harvest schedule. The
“base MIPS “ scenario uses the base Woodstock description just with the flow
accumulation blocks and no species or age aggregation. The final scenario “agespecies
MIPS” uses species and age aggregation dataset and MIPS using Woodstock to produce
the harvest schedule. These scenarios are shown in the (Table 2).
Table 2

Scenario and dataset description for varying blocking approaches

Scenario Dataset

Model

Blocking Approach

1

Age Aggregation

agemips

MIPS

2

Original Stands

orstan

Stanley

3

No aggregation

basestan

Stanley

4

Age Aggregation

agestan

Stanley

5

AgeSpecies Aggregation

spagestn

Stanley

6

No aggregation

base

MIPS

7

AgeSpecies Aggregation

spagesmip

MIPS

Mixed Integer Programming and coupes
A MIPS formulation was created in Woodstock by using the unique field created
in the Woodstock area file called coupe. The formulation for the Mixed Integer
Programming formulation is shown in Equation 3.
𝑇
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 ( ∑𝐼𝑗=1 ∑𝑡=1

𝑁𝑝𝑣 𝑝𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑗,𝑘

where,
J = A coupe
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(1+𝑖)𝑡−1

𝐶𝑖𝑝𝑡 )

(3)

t = Number of 5 year Periods
T= The total number of time periods
i = 4% discount factor
Cipt = A decision variable representing the harvest of coupe j in time period t.
I = Total number of coupes
Subject to:
Area Constraints:
5
∑𝑡=1
𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑗,𝑘 ≤ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑗,𝑘

Sequential Flow Constraints:
∑𝑁
𝑗=1 𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑗,𝑘 𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑗,𝑘
≥ 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 ∀𝑡
∑𝑁
𝑗=1 𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑗,𝑘 𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑗,𝑘
≤ 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 ∀𝑡
Adjacency Constraints:
𝐶𝑖𝑃𝑡 + 𝐶𝑚𝑝𝑡 ≤ 1
j= coupe j and m = coupe m
Analysis area units were created for each coupe and the AA control was turned on
in Woodstock. A resulting “model.AA” file was created. In this file a variable called
integer has an attribute value switch of Y or N to allow for an integer solution and a
corresponding period attribute that signifies the number of periods that the MIPS solution
is implemented, in this case five periods or 25- years.
The three scenarios above were run that had a Blocking approach of “MIPS” for a
25 - year planning horizon in Woodstock and the solution was created by using the
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Mosek linear programming Optimizer. This program solves the matrix of decision
variable and constraints generated by Woodstock. Reports were generated for the
resulting NPVs, cash flows, and harvest levels outputs generated by Woodstock. Reports
and shape files were generated of the 25-year harvest schedule. The resulting harvest
units were compared based on a Shape Index Equation developed by (Öhman and Lämås
1991) to account for harvest unit quality. The larger the shape index the poorer the
harvest unit shape and the smaller the index. This gives a higher probability that the
coupe will be selected for inclusion into an annual operating plan.
Heuristic-Woodstock and Stanley
The scenarios that were created using a heuristic approach are shown in Table 2
with a blocking approach of “Stanley”. These scenarios were constructed using a model
11 formulation which tracks the stand history but only until a final harvest is scheduled.
NPV was optimized for a harvest projection of 25- years to allow a comparison with the
MIPS solution, although a full 100- year harvest schedule could easily have been
projected.
VicForests also had a 120 ha opening rule which allows stands to be harvested
adjacent to each other provided the total block was less than or equal to 120 ha unless a
20 m buffer was provided between the adjacent harvest units or until the adjacent stand
has reached five years of age. As a result of the Black Saturday Bush fires any ash
compartments that have less than 70% of ash burned required adjacent stands to be
locked from harvest until reproductive maturity, which was approximately 35 years. This
procedure will allow the model to comply with state regulations and guidelines for greenup and opening size..
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Remsoft’s Stanley was then used to produce harvest units from the base strategic
model of a minimum size of five ha and a target block size of 15 ha for ash stands and 25
ha for mixed species stands. Stanley produced a spatial allocation for 25- years. This
allocation was then re-optimized using Woodstock to produce an adjusted spatial
schedule.
Harvest schedules were compared to the MIPS based method based on NPVs,
cash flow, total volume and area harvested, shape index, and average yield of the coupe
in each of the five planning periods. This comparison was accomplished using a multiple
means comparisons test after a Factor analysis was completed using SAS.
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RESULTS
ANOVA is a commonly used statistical methodology in the investigation of
factors that likely contribute to outcomes. The procedure involves dividing total observed
variations in outcomes into individual components attributed to various factors and those
due to random fluctuation. Then by performing tests, factors that influence the outcomes
are identified Wonnacott and Wonnacott 1972).
Factor analysis, a multivariate technique, particularly suitable for analyzing the
complex, multidimensional problems encountered by researchers is one of the more
widely used techniques in the forestry research. It attempts to account for the variation in
a number of original variables using a smaller number of artificial factors. It is assumed
that each original variable can be expressed as a linear combination of these factors, plus
a residual term that reflects the extent to which the variable is independent of the other
variables (Manly, 2004).
A factorial analysis was completed using the harvest-scheduled coupes using SAS
to determine the mean metric (mean harvest area, mean cash flow, mean net present
value, mean total volume, mean NPV per cubic meter, mean NPV per hectare and mean
Shape Index; Table 3) at the 95% level of confidence. The null hypothesis is that there
are no differences between the mean metrics at the 95 % level of significance. The two
factors tested were the scenario and the modelling technique, The post hoc Ryan-Einot46

Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test (SAS) was used to test the individual scenario
means to see if at the 95% level of confidence there was any difference between the
scenario metric means or there was no difference over a 25 year harvest scheduling
period.
The factorial analysis showed there was a significant difference in all scenarios
and the null hypothesis was rejected that the means are equal. P values were all well
below the 0.05 level. The post- hoc multiple means test indicates that Stanley
significantly blocks more volume and delivers higher cash flow on a cubic meter basis at
the 95% level. On an area basis MIPS has a higher cash flow and NPV values at the 95%
level of significances. The mean shape indexes of the coupes are higher using the MIPS
blocking technique when compared to the Stanley blocking. This is mainly due to the
aggregation of species and age, which yields more perimeter to area than blocks without
species and age aggregation. There is no statistical difference for the scenarios based on
age aggregation and no aggregation for the forming of coupes based on the post-hoc tests
at the 95% confidence level.
On a mean period basis it would seem that Scenarios 2 and 3 generated the
highest mean NPV over the 25- year planning cycle (Table 3). It is however important to
look at the unit costs of performing a harvesting operation and as reported that harvesting
using MIPS produces blocks that have a higher NPV per ha (Table 3) and smaller block
sizes and yield more volume per ha when compared to those scenarios that use Stanley
(Figure 15 and 16).
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Figure 15

Mean net present value per ha scheduled over a 25-year planning horizon for
Block 286.

Figure 16

Mean coupe size scheduled by scenario over the 25-year planning horizon
for Block 286
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Segregation of harvesting coupes based on age and species lowered the NPV
using MIPS and Stanley on a per ha basis. This would indicate that there is no extra
dollar value given to species and age in one block other than a benefit of meeting a
contractual obligation alone.
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Mean Harvest Area (ha)

5.34

11.14

11.11

9.77

10.46

3.11

5.3

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Scenario 6

Scenario 7

152,735

116,978

263,986

246,577

281,457

282,867

156,900

Mean Cash Flow (Dollars Aud)

114,034

86,585

203,998

189,818

217,197

218,380

108,785

Mean Net Present Value (Dollars Aud)

6,813.30

5,417.80

11,333.70

10,632.00

12,106.20

12,298.60

6,924.80

Total_Volume (m3)

Scenarios used in modelling over a 25- year harvest scheduling horizon for Block 286

Metric

Table 3
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15.76

13.68

17.69

17.79

17.47

17.85

14.08

45,457

52,996

19,019

19,251

19,019

19,609

49,794

Npv$/m3 NPV/ha

5.1022

0.4097

5.6762

0.6953

0.7839

0.5202

0.4897

Mean Shape Index

Factorial analysis of variance test for modeling type and scenario as factors
Many statistical methods are used to study the relation between independent and
dependent variables. Factor analysis is different; it is used to study the patterns of
relationship among many dependent variables, with the goal of discovering something
about the nature of the independent variables that affect them, even though those
independent variables were not measured directly. Thus results obtained by factor
analysis are necessarily more hypothetical and tentative than is true when independent
variables are observed directly. The inferred independent variables are called factors.
Charles Spearman pioneered the use of factor analysis in the field of psychology and is
sometimes credited with its invention of factor analysis (Hair et al. 2006).In the analysis
the factors are the modeling methods that we used and the dependent variables are the
metrics. I needed to examine if there is a statistical difference in the mean metrics
between scenarios and modeling techniques. For those tests that there was a difference I
conducted a post-hoc test to see which scenarios and modeling types have means metrics
that are significantly different at the 95% confidence level.
The Mean metrics that were tested using the factorial analysis were; mean coupe
area per period over a 25-year harvest scheduling period Table 4, mean coupe total
volume harvested per period over a 25-year harvest scheduling period Table 4, mean
coupe cash flow per period over a 25-year harvest scheduling period Table 4, mean coupe
net present value over a 25-year harvest scheduling period Table 4, mean coupe net
present value per cubic meter over a 25-year harvest scheduling period Table 4, mean
coupe net present value per ha over a 25- year harvest scheduling period Table 4, mean
coupe cash flow per hectare over a 25-year harvest scheduling period Table 4, mean
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coupe cash flow per m3 over a 25-year harvest scheduling period Table 4, and mean
coupe shape index over a 25-year harvest scheduling period Table 4. All showed at the
0.05 level of significance that there was a significant difference in these means.
Table 4

Analysis if variance summary based on a 25 year harvest schedule for metric
means using modelling type and and scenario as factors

Metric

F Value PR > F

R2

Coeff VarRoot MSE Mean

Harvested coupe area
Total volume harvested
Cash flow
Net present value
Net present value per m3
Net present value per ha
Cash flow per ha
Cash flow per m3
Shape Index

1.89
1.43
1.50
1.48
38.96
12.69
13.38
28.87
46.41

0.86
0.82
0.83
0.83
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.78

61.57
58.76
60.36
66.48
6.25
76.79
86.69
6.31
72.99

<0.0001
0.01
0.01
0.01
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

4.23
4,879.14
11,455.20
93,853.47
0.98
29,577.47
51,933.60
1.37
61.20

6.88
8,302.93
189,133.50
141,184.40
15.75
38,519.07
59,908.81
21.68
83.85

Post-hoc statistical test for modeling type and scenario
A post- hoc statistical test called the Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch TEST was used
by SAS to determine which mean metrics : Total Volume, Cash Flow, Net Present
Value, Shape Index and Area harvested were significantly different between scenarios.
The test was also used to determine which modeling technique Stanley or MIPS was
statistically significant using the above metrics. The REGWQ grouping refers to a
method that determines the means that are similar and different. The letters A and B
indicate means that are statistically different from each other and means with the same
letter are not significantly different.
The Mean metrics that were tested using the Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch post-hoc
test to determine which scenarios had different means for our selected scenarios were;
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coupe mean total volume over a 25-year harvest scheduling period Table 5, coupe mean
cash flow over a 25-year harvest scheduling period Table 5, coupe mean net present
value over a 25- year harvest scheduling period Table 5, coupe mean net present value
per ha over a 25- year harvest scheduling period Table 5, coupe mean cash flow per ha
over a 25-year harvest scheduling period Table 5, coupe mean cash flow per m3 over a
25-year harvest scheduling period Table 5, mean coupe shape index over a 25-year
harvest scheduling period using scenario Table 5, and mean coupe area over a 25-year
harvest scheduling period using scenario Table 5. In general the scenarios that were
conducted using Stanley had means that were significantly different from scenarios done
using MIPS. The one interesting observation is the cash flows and net present values per
ha and m3 were higher using MIPS opposed to using Stanley. The shape index was much
higher for the species age aggregation for both modeling techniques compared to the
other scenarios which had much less variation in their shape index values.
The modeling technique was also tested using the Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch to
see if there was a difference between MIPS and Stanley overall for the selected metrics
opposed to scenarios. The metrics that were tested by model types Stanley and MIPS
were; coupe mean area over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using model type as the
treatment Table 6, coupe mean total volume over a 25-year harvest scheduling period
using model type as the treatment Table 5,coupe mean cash flow over a 25-year harvest
scheduling period using model type as the treatment Table 6, coupe mean net present
value over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using model type as the treatment Table
6, mean coupe net present value per m3 over a 25- year harvest scheduling period using
model type as the treatment Table 6, mean coupe net present value per hectare over a 2553

year harvest scheduling period using model type as the treatment Table 6, mean coupe
cash flow per ha over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using model type as the
treatment Table 6, for mean coupe cash flow per m3 over a 25-year harvest scheduling
period using model type as the treatment Table 6, mean coupe shape index over a 25-year
harvest scheduling period using scenario as the treatment Table 27, coupe mean shape
Index over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using model type as the treatment Table 6
and mean coupe area over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using model type as the
treatment Table 6. Mean coupe area and shape index showed little difference by
modeling technique and all other metrics showed significant differences in metrics by
modeling type.
Table 5

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test by Scenario over a 25-year
harvest scheduling period using scenario as the treatment

REGWQ Grouping
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
A
A
A
B
B

Mean
12,298.6
12,106.2
11,333.7
10,632
6,924.8
6,813.3
5,417.8
282,867
281,475
263,986
246,577
156,900
152,735
116,978
218,380
217,197
203,998
189,818
114,034

N
33
45
43
43
139
128
52
33
45
43
43
128
139
52
33
45
43
43
128
54

Model
orstan
basestan
spagestn
agestan
agemips
spagesmip
base
orstan
basestan
spagestn
agestan
agemips
spagesmip
base
orstan
basestan
spagestn
agestan
agemips

Scenario
Total volume
Total volume
Total volume
Total volume
Total volume
Total volume
Total volume
Cash flow
Cash flow
Cash flow
Cash flow
Cash flow
Cash flow
Cash flow
Net present value
Net present value
Net present value
Net present value
Net present value

Table 5 (continued)
REGWQ Grouping
B
B
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
A
A
A
A
B
B
C

Mean
108,785
86,585
52,996
49,794
45,457
19,609
19,251
19,211
19,019
52,996
49,794
45,457
19,609
19,251
19,211
19,019
86,266
84,210
68,266
25,509
25,385
25,203
25,184
11.14
11.11
10.45
9.78
5.35
5.31
3.11

N
139
52
52
128
139
33
43
43
45
128
52
139
45
43
33
43
128
52
139
45
43
33
43
33
45
43
43
128
139
52

55

Model
spagesmip
base
base
agemips
spagemip
orstan
agestan
spagestn
basestan
agemips
base
spagemip
basestan
spagestn
orstan
agestan
agemips
base
spagemip
basestan
spagestn
orstan
agestan
orstan
basestan
spagestn
agestan
agemips
spagesmip
base

Scenario
Net present value
Net present value
Net present value per ha
Net present value per ha
Net present value per ha
Net present value per ha
Net present value per ha
Net present value per ha
Net present value per ha
Cash flow per ha
Cash flow per ha
Cash flow per ha
Cash flow per ha
Cash flow per ha
Cash flow per ha
Cash flow per ha
Cash flow per m3
Cash flow per m3
Cash flow per m3
Cash flow per m3
Cash flow per m3
Cash flow per m3
Cash flow per m3
Coupe area harvested
Coupe area harvested
Coupe area harvested
Coupe area harvested
Coupe area harvested
Coupe area harvested
Coupe area harvested

Table 6

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test summary of metrics over
a 25-year harvest scheduling period using model type as the treatment

REGWQ
Grouping
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
A

Mean

N

10.60
4.97
11,555.8
6,630.6
268,020
148,578
206,796
107,453
17.69
14.75
48,426
19,249
77,686
25,330
23.20
20.90
87.80
77.01

164
319
164
319
164
319
164
319
164
319
319
164
319
164
164
319
298
172

Model
type
Stanley
MIPS
Stanley
MIPS
Stanley
MIPS
Stanley
MIPS
Stanley
MIPS
MIPS
Stanley
MIPS
Stanley
Stanley
MIPS
MIPS
Stanley

Metric
Coupe area harvested
Coupe area harvested
Total volume
Total volume
Cash flow
Cash flow
Net present value
Net present value
Net present value per m3
Net present value per m3
Net present value per ha
Net present value per ha
Cash flow per ha
Cash flow per ha
Cash flow per m3
Cash flow per m3
Shape index
Shape index

Block size distributions and model formulations comparisons
Block size distribution were produced for the four Stanley Scenarios; “orstan” ,
“basestan”, “stanspage”, “stanage” and which are Scenarios 2-5 respectfully. The
balance between total volume blocked and the operational reality for implementation can
be easily described between Scenario 2 and Scenario 3 where both scenarios had no
aggregation of stands using species and age class to form harvest units a-priori. Scenario
2 was based on the original stand boundaries without coupes based on a flow direction
layer and Scenario 3 used coupes based on a flow direction to form a basin layer which
formed coupes that had no stand aggregation prior to optimization. The block distribution
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shown in Figure 17 demonstrates much larger coupes sizes scheduled based on stand
boundaries but in Figure 18 there are much smaller blocks harvested using preliminary
coupe design and area aggregation only to form coupes . The Mean coupe size over 25years was higher for Scenario 5 compared to Scenario 4 indicating that aggregation by
species and age produces larger block sizes by frequency than just age aggregation alone
using the Block 286 forest. These block distributions covered the range of variation in the
data sets and no other distribution analysis was needed. The MIPS analysis did not
produce significantly different block sizes because the block sizes are fixed aprior as
shown in Table 6.
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Figure 17
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. Scenario 2 Block size distribution with the original unmodified stand boundaries “orstan” scenario using Remsoft’s
spatial optimiser Stanley

Figure 18
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Scenario 3 Block size distribution with coupe modified stand boundaries “basestan” scenario from basin boundaries
derived from the flow direction layer using Remsoft’s spatial optimiser Stanley

The block sizes shown in Figure 17 show there is much more variability around
the block size compared to Figure 18 that is based on the flow direction boundaries.
There are smaller blocks associated with the flow accumulation boundaries and there are
more of them using the Stanley based analysis. This causes the number of viable blocks
to decrease because of adjacency and green-up effects over time because the blocks are
now following topographic-stand boundaries compared to just stand boundaries in
Scenario 2. This pattern can also be seen in Figures 19-23 below. The variability of
block size increases for a species and age aggregated landscape compared to only an age
aggregated landscape and the mean coupe size is also larger as shown in Figures 24-25.
There is more choices in a species-age landscape to allow for scheduling compared to
only an age aggregated landscape. Age aggregated landscape also produce larger
polygons that can contribute to not meeting the maximum opening size constraint using
Stanley.
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Legend

Figure 19

A spatial harvest schedule for 25-years or five periods based on Scenario 2
for Block 286 using Remsoft’s spatial optimiser Stanley
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Legend

Figure 20

A spatial harvest schedule for 25-years or five periods based on Scenario 3
for Block 286 using Remsoft’s spatial optimiser Stanley
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Legend

Figure 21

A spatial harvest schedule for 25-years or five periods based on Scenario 4
for Block 286 using Remsoft’s spatial optimiser Stanley
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Legend

Figure 22

A spatial harvest schedule for 25-years or five periods based on Scenario 5
for Block 286 using Remsoft’s spatial optimiser Stanley
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Legend

Figure 23

A spatial harvest schedule for 25-years or five periods based on Scenario 6
for lock 286 using MIPS

When comparing aggregation based on age compared to species and age we found
that there was a higher amount of area blocked by Stanley using the age species
aggregation compared to the age aggregation as seen in Figures 28 and 29. The Block
sizes and number of blocks were higher for the species/age aggregation compared to only
age aggregation. This shows that segregation of blocks based on age classes and species
adds value when compared to purely looking at age and not species. There is a premium
for coupes with older age classes that are homogeneous rather than coupes that have a
mixture of young and older age classes and mixed versus pure ash eucalyptus species. It
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should also be noted that the minimum block size was left to float in Scenario 3 to be able
to better compare the effects of having pre-defined coupe boundaries when comparing the
use of Stanley on the same base layer versus Scenario 6 that used MIPS. Even with this
additional modification Stanley overlapped into other predefined coupes, which was
expected although the NPV was lower than Scenario 2, which did not have a predefined
coupe boundary, incorporated into the analysis. The other issue that is apparent but
enhanced Stanley versus MIPS is the effect of stand operability. This is the minimum age
at which a stand may be harvested. Stanley or MIPS will not harvest these stands as part
of their blocking; however, in practice these stands are often harvested because they are
part of the coupe boundary and sold as a lower grade product and value is lost from a
valuation point of view but maximized from an operational perspective, since it would be
impractical to come back to harvest small volumes of product. The process of partial
block scheduling due to operability constraints is shown in (Figures 27-29).
One of the major advantages of MIPS is that the coupe can be harvested in one
time period and not be spread over multiple time periods when using LP and blocking
using Remsoft’s heuristics approach. LP does not restrict the coupe to be harvested over
one period because of the assumption of divisibility inherent in LP. This is illustrated
using a sample of the age-species data set blocked using Stanley in Scenario 5 (Table 7).
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Table 7

A spatial harvest schedule from Scenario 5 excerpt showing the division of
coupe area over 25-years of harvest scheduling
BLOCK 1

2

3

S1011
S1055

0.68

0.06

21.34

21.4

5.12

6.05

1.25

17.08

15.87
1.27

S17
21.75

20.02

21.76
1.96

69.39

33.79
1.99

S29

31.33

3.14

18.13

S32

16.03
25.3

0.01
31.83

S30

16.55
14.76

5.28

S27
S28

Area
(ha)

15.83

S13

S18

5

0.93

S11
S1244

4

37.16

71.38
34.47

7.44

25.57

7.14

44.3

S38

3.18

60.81

63.99

S4

192.96

11.93

204.89

S6
S7

0.33
61.06

S762

5.32

S768

7.65

S917

10.86

S954

0.27

154.09

154.42

1.62

62.68

0.83

6.15
24.68
19.55

6.09

32.33
30.41
6.36
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Figure 24

Harvest area units that were divided between periods by landscape
aggregation using linear programming and Stanley Heuristics
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Figure 25
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Scenario 5 block size distribution with coupe modified stand boundaries using the “stanage” scenario from basin
boundaries derived from the flow direction layer using Remsoft’s spatial optimiser Stanley

Figure 26
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Scenario 4 block size distribution with coupe modified stand boundaries using the “stanspage” scenario from basin
boundaries derived from the flow direction layer using Remsoft’s spatial optimiser Stanley

Figure 27

Initial coupe boundaries and Age classes for Block 286 with a minimum
operability of 16 periods or 80 years of age for clear fell harvesting
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Figure 28

MIPS harvest schedule for Block 286 showing the partial harvesting of
coupes due to age class boundary effects within the coupes derived from the
flow direction layer
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Figure 29

Stanley harvest schedule for Block 286 showing the partial harvesting of
coupes due to age class boundary effects within the coupes derived from the
flow direction layer
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DISCUSSION
The greatest amount of division of coupe area between periods occurred in the
age landscape and the least amount in the original landscape as shown in Figure 29
above. It would appear that from Table 1 that this landscape has the smallest median
block size for potential coupes and thus the polygons that Stanley needed to form a block
of sufficient size would be more than the other landscapes and would cause division of
coupe area to occur at a greater amount than one which had less amalgamation of
polygons. Moore and Nielson (1987) found that harvest units are also specified as
integers to prevent them from being harvested between time periods, harvest unit division
can complicate adjacency restrictions, and it can also result in a situation where very
small percentages of the unit are left for future periods. Barrett et al. (1998) found that
decreasing the clear cut size and increasing the length of the exclusion period, decreased
NPV and harvest areas.
MIPS produce harvest units that have higher NPV as block aggregation increases
and median harvest area decreases in Eucalyptus delegatensis stands. The challenge that
is faced with using a very narrow operability range is that only partial coupe amounts
were harvested using both Stanley Heuristics and coupes based on a flow direction layer.
The best approach would be to widen the operability range, which would likely increase
the total amount of each coupe that would likely to be harvested. The minimum operable
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age of harvest in Victoria is 80 years for harvesting of ash. More flexibility around this
operability limit would aid in more potential stands within coupes available for harvest
selection by LP and MIPS. Walters and Cox (2001) found that there was a significant
increase in volume harvested and NPV using MIPS compared to using the Stanley
Heuristic and it had better flow fluctuations between periods.
Increasing stand resolution with more detailed stand information decreases coupe
size but allows for higher value per ha to be achieved using NPV compared to not using
stand amalgamation. Using the Stanley Heuristic and more aggregated landscapes leads
to coupes that have a higher shape indexes and thus more perimeter. This is further
increased by the splitting of harvested polygons across periods in these landscapes
compared to landscapes that have less polygons and segregation of age classes and
species. Barber (1985) found that aggregation of age classes in harvest scheduling
introduced a bias to underestimate harvest volume with the greatest effect in the current
stands and less as current stands were regenerated based on a common harvesting regime.
This is consistent with observed lower NPV values observed in Scenarios 1 and 4. The
Classification of forest land into management units has economic and ecological
consequences as it provides the framework for the layout of land-use activities. Franklin
and Forman (1987), biological diversity (Hunter 1990), or aesthetics. Jamnick et al.
(1990) and Chong (1991) demonstrated that harvest schedules based on homogeneous
stand types yielded higher long-term sustained yields than schedules based on
heterogeneous harvest blocks for a particular forest at the aspatial level. The effect of size
range on allocation success is related to average stand size in the forest. If the average
stand size approaches the difference between minimum and maximum block size, many
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candidate stands will be too large to combine into feasible blocks. Scenarios 4-5 represent
increasing levels of stand amalgamation, which is demonstrated by having a block
distribution that has less variability than Scenario 2, which was the base model that all the
aggregated data sets were derived from and represented the highest stand heterogeneity.
It was found that the higher the aggregation of strata that occurred the lower the NPV
using the Stanley Heuristic for spatial allocation of the harvest schedule. Simplifying the
strata through amalgamation is highest using age compared to combining age and
species or not doing any stand amalgamation. We created a less fragmented forest, which
appeared to be more sensitive to green-up, and opening size constraints and minimum
patch size compared to the highly fragmented forest that was used to derive the three
spatial aggregated datasets used in Scenarios 3-5.
MIPS is limited to solving harvest schedules on small areas or shorter harvest
scheduling periods. The more decision variables and longer the time horizon will result in
a higher chance of finding a infeasible solution or memory allocation problems and a
problem that is not solvable with desktop computers and the typical 16 giga bytes (gb) of
random access memory.
Flow direction models are a convenient way of forming drainage basins for height
of land and forming coupes that better comply with natural topographic boundaries. It
should be noted that terrain with low relief produces DEMs that generate straight-line
basins and flatter terrain with little change in slope will decrease the effectiveness of this
methodology. This will be also enhanced by the homogeneity of stand species and age
class combinations. Like any tool used in planning there is a time and place where its
effectiveness is most useful.
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VicForests announced in September 2013 its plans to first seek FSC Controlled
Wood Certification with the release of SCS Global Services Preliminary Assessment
Report. They intend to undergo an audit against the Controlled Wood standard in the
first half of 2015 with a view to seeking full FSC Forest Management Certification at a
later date. They have chosen a methodical and stepped approach to ensure adequate
consultation with interested and affected stakeholders as we continue to develop their
systems and procedures to align with FSC Standards.
The FSC performance indicators that VicForests is judged against are related to
the outcomes of this work. Under Principle #5 Benefits to Society and performance
indicator 5.6.3 Vicforest must ensure that “ the expected level of harvesting is clearly
justified in terms of the permanently sustained yield of the forest products on which the
management plan is based. They must also ensure under Performance Indicator 5.6.4 that
“for operations entailing regular annual harvesting, the 10-year rolling average harvest
level does not exceed annual harvest. It would seem appropriate that having a set of
coupes that are closer to operational reality will ensure that sustainable harvest levels are
closer to the annual operating plan that is produced (VicForests, 2016).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The major issue that most foresters find with the Stanley Heuristic is that the
blocks that it produces provide an initial harvest unit but not sufficient enough to rely on
for an operational plan to be fully comprised of without field reconnaissance. It might be
used to develop a solution to constrain blocks based on using a shape-index constraint to
minimize the variation in operationally non-conforming blocks with an upper bound on
block size. Basins that are derived from flow accumulation models should be smoothed
and aggregated to a minimum block size and stands within them aggregated to obtain the
best value. It is a balance between finding a stratum-based solution that is enhanced by
the flow accumulation boundaries and is practical to implement on the ground. Using the
Stanley Heuristic approach encountered issues with blocking homogenous stands of
higher patch sizes compared to stands that are smaller and more fragmented. It is very
important to test the minimum and target block sizes to see what the range is that best fits
the forest estate in question. To maximize the most operational area within the coupe
operability limits for age should be sufficiently flexible to capture the majority of the
coupes operable volume. The extra volume gained from opening up the operability limits
should aid in limiting the splitting of coupes over time periods. Generally, the more
constraints on a model, then the higher the tendency is for the division of coupes over
harvesting periods to meet the optimum solution. It would be suitable to find ways to
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reduce the number of decision variable to aid in the use of MIPS. It seems reasonable to
possibly use heuristics to find the potential blocks over a large time horizon with a
penalty weight to reduce the splitting of blocks and then use MIPS to locate the best
mixture of coupes over a shorter time horizon with more detail concerning grade mixes
and costs.
It is recognized that this study concentrated on one forest with an unique initial
age class distribution and spatial distribution and configuration of stands with a
legislative imposed rotation length. It would be only diligent to test the sensitivity of
using boundaries produced from a flow direction model using stand that have age classes
skewed to the left and right of an age class distribution and ones that are from a regulated
forest. Another prudent effort would be to do a sensitivity analysis on the rotation length
to gauge the effect on NPV and shape index from the three age class distributions
discussed. It would also be interesting to test the effect on NPV under the three age class
distributions using a variety of cash flow constraints through time to see the effect on
distribution of the operable inventory through time and the shape index of the coupes
produced in the harvest schedule. It would seem that using a heuristic would be the best
approach on a larger forest than using MIPS and would allow for a more robust model
approximating what one would find on an industrial forest estate.
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Adjacency- Proximity Constraints: Adjacency constraints in harvest scheduling models
prevent the harvest of adjacent management units within a given time period. The
strict definition is the state of being adjacent; contiguity.” And proximity as “the
state, quality, sense, or fact of being near or next; closeness. [1]
AFS: Australian Forestry Standard Limited (AFS Ltd) is a not-for-profit public company
which owns and manages the Australian Forest Certification Scheme (AFCS).
The AFCS is built on two Australian Standards® – AS4708 and AS4707. [2]
AgeClass: One of the intervals, commonly 10 or 20 years, into which the age range of
tree crops is divided for classification or use. Also pertains to the trees included in
such an interval. For example, trees ranging in age from 21 to 40 years fall into a
30-year age class; 30 designates the midpoint of the 20-year interval from 21 to
40 years. [3]
Basin: ecology an area in which the margins dip toward a common center or depression,
and toward which surface and subsurface channels drain [4]
Certification: A voluntary, market-based instrument aimed at promoting sustainable
forest management that takes into account environmental, economic, and social
issues. It involves an independent assessment of forest management according to
internationally or nationally accepted standards, and the tracking and monitoring
of the supply of forest products to the market place. [5]
Coupe: a small area of forest within a compartment that is harvested in a single operation.
[6]
Criteria and Indicators: This science-based framework is used to define and measure
progress in sustainable forest management. The criteria represent forest values
that Canadians want to enhance or sustain, while the indicators identify scientific
factors to assess the state of the forests and measure progress over time. [7]
Digital Elevation Model: a continuous raster image in which data file values represent
elevation [8]
ESRI: Esri, formally ESRI or Environmental Systems Research Institute, is the world
leader in professional geographic information systems (GIS). The company has
authored the ArcGIS product family that includes the ArcInfo, ArcEditor,
ArcView, ArcReader, ArcGIS Server, ArcGIS Engine software [9]
Eucalyptus: a botanical genus of plants, made up of about 700 species; the most
important genus of Australian forest trees; abbreviation E. Also see angiosperms,
sclerophyll, forest type.10]
Flow direction: One of the keys to deriving hydrologic characteristics of a surface is the
ability to determine the direction of flow from every cell in the raster. [11]
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Forest fragmentation: he process by which a landscape is broken into small islands of
forest within a mosaic of other forms of land use or ownership —note e.g., islands
of a particular age class (e.g., old growth) that remain within areas of youngeraged forest —note fragmentation is a concern because of the effect of
noncontiguous forest cover on connectivity and the movement and dispersal of
animals in the landscape [12]
FSC: is an international certification and labeling system dedicated to promoting
responsible forest management of the world’s forests. [13]
Geographic Information Systems: A geographic information system (GIS) integrates
hardware, software, and data for capturing, managing, analyzing, and displaying
all forms of geographically referenced information. GIS allows us to view,
understand, question, interpret, and visualize data in many ways that reveal
relationships, patterns, and trends in the form of maps, globes, reports, and charts.
[14]
Histogram: a graphical representation of a univariate frequency distribution in which the
rectangles proportional in area to the class frequencies are erected on sections of
the horizontal axis, the width of each section representing the corresponding class
interval of the random variable [15]
Harvest scheduling: Harvest Scheduling is the decision making process that specifies
where to harvest, when to harvest and how much to harvest each year over a many
year planning horizon to best achieve some predefined set of objectives. Harvest
Scheduling is a subset of the Forest Management Activity Scheduling problems.
These problems usually include timber harvest scheduling, but other activities are
now common as well. A forest plan includes a harvest schedule. [16]
Hierarchical planning: The top-down approach allocates resources efficiently from the
top-level perspective, while the bottom-up approach provides optimal results for
the lower levels. [17]
Heuristics: a rule-based procedure for quickly finding a solution to a problem —note
heuristic techniques are used to find initial feasible solutions for the transportation
simplex method as well as in other applications; heuristics generally do not
produce optimal solutions, although some have been demonstrated to be nearly so
[18]
Lidar: a remote-sensing device or technology for measuring distances and directions —
synonym laser radar —note 1. lidar systems use a light beam in place of a
microwave radar beam to obtain measurements of speed, altitude, direction, and
range of a target —note 2. airborne lidar altimeters are currently being used for
producing high-resolution digital elevation models and mapping change in
elevation —note 3. other lidar sensors are used for meteorological or atmospheric
studies [19]
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Linear programming: any of several methods for finding where a given linear function of
several nonnegative variables assumes an extreme value and for determining the
extreme value, the variable usually being subjected to constraints in the form of
linear equalities or inequalities.[20]
Mixed Integer Programming: When some or all of the variables are integer-valued and
the objective function and all of the constraints are linear. (known as “Mixed
Integer Programming” or MIPS. [21]
Mutipart polygon: Multipart polygon features are polygons that contain more than one
part or have a hole. [22]
Net Present Value: the residual when the present value of costs is deducted from the
present value of benefits —note if the present value of costs exceeds the present
value of benefits, the residual is shown as a negative number —synonym net
present worth, net present value, present net value [23]
Optimization: a mathematical technique for finding a maximum or minimum value of a
function of several variables subject to a set of constraints, as linear programming
or systems analysis. [24]
Remsoft: provides asset lifecycle optimization solutions that empower executives to
maximize the performance and value of land-based and infrastructure
assets.Through advanced analytics, modeling and spatial planning technology,
Remsoft simplifies complex, high-variable decisions to fuel long-term
sustainability and help clients meet critical objectives while ensuring that all
business and regulatory constraints are met.Hundreds of organizations, agencies
and public interest groups in North America, South America, Europe, Australia,
New Zealand, Africa and Southeast Asia utilize Remsoft software to make the
most of their resources and assets. From carbon sequestration, transportation
asset management and valuation, to soil and water quality, environmental
certification and resource allocation and scheduling, the power and flexibility of
Remsoft’s asset lifecycle optimization software is why it has become one of the
most widely used optimization solutions today.Remsoft is headquartered in
Fredericton, New Brunswick (Canada), and has been dedicated to providing
superior solutions, training and technical support to its clients for almost two
decades. [25]
SAS: (Statistical Analysis System) SAS is the leader in analytics. Through innovative
analytics, business intelligence and data management software and services, SAS
helps customers at more than 75,000 sites make better decisions faster. Since
1976, SAS has been giving customers around the world THE POWER TO
KNOW®. [26]
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Shape Index: This ratio is dimensionless (it is unaffected by the size of the polygon) and
it has a value of 1 for a circular region and a range of [0,1] for all plane shapes.
[27]
Simulated Annealing: Is a random-search technique which exploits an analogy between
the way in which a metal cools and freezes into a minimum energy crystalline
structure and the search for a minimum in a more general system; it forms the
basis of an optimization technique for combinatorial and other problems. [28]
Stanley: Stanley is spatial harvest scheduling software that automates the process of
creating and scheduling harvest blocks or units on your GIS maps. A powerful
planning software tool, Stanley takes the requirements of the landscape-level plan
from Woodstock, along with any spatial constraints, such as adjacencies, opening
size limitations and user-specified regulations (accommodating special sites, for
instance) and generates harvest block schedules that meet all of your criteria. [29]
Topographic: the art or practice of graphic delineation in detail usually on maps or charts
of natural and man-made features of a place or region especially in a way to show
their relative positions and elevations. [30]
Woodstock: is spatial harvest scheduling software simulates the log volume and cash
flows for a forest consisting of many stands; can be used to find optimum
solutions within defined constraints. [31]
VicForests: Is a State-owned business responsible for the sustainable harvest, regrowing
and commercial sale of timber from public forests on behalf of the Victorian
Government. We undertake all of our operations in a safe, efficient and
sustainable manner, keeping our staff, the community and the environment in
mind in all we do. We are an active member of the communities in which we
operate and we are committed to giving stakeholders the opportunity to have input
into our forestry practices.[32]
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Table 8

Analysis of Variance for mean coupe area harvested per period over a 25year harvest scheduling period at the 95% level of confidence
Source

DF

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

Model

367

12415.27288 33.82908

Error

115

2061.92246

Corrected
Total

482

14477.19534

R2

Coeff Var

0.857574 61.56518

Table 9

F Value

PR > F

1.89

<0.0001

17.92976

Root MSE Mean
4.234355

6.877841

Analysis of Variance for mean coupe total volume harvested per period over
a 25-year harvest scheduling period at the 95% level of confidence

Source

DF

Sum of
Squares

Model

367

1246237983

33957439

Error

115

2737695607

23806049

Corrected
Total

482

15200075590

R2

Coeff Var

0.819889 58.76416

Mean
Square

F Value

PR > F

1.43

0.0123

Root MSE Mean
4879.144
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8302.925

Table 10

Analysis of Variance for mean coupe cash flow per period over a 25-year
harvest scheduling period at the 95% level of confidence

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Model

367

7190525000000

19592711208 1.5

Error

115

1498612000000

13031409745

Corrected
Total

482

8689137100000

R2

Coeff Var

0.82753 60.355694

Table 11

F Value

Root MSE

Mean

11455.2

189133.5

PR > F

0.0051

Analysis of Variance for mean coupe net present value over a 25-year
harvest scheduling period at the 95% level of confidence

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Model

367

4783331000000

13033599586 1.48

Error

115

1012974500000

8808473836

Corrected
Total

482

5796305500000

R2

Coeff Var

0.825238 66.4758
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F Value

Root MSE

Mean

93853.47

141184.4

PR > F

0.0067

Table 12

Analysis of Variance for mean coupe net present value per cubic meter over
a 25-year harvest scheduling period at the 95% level of confidence

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean
Square

Model

367

13857

37.75745

Error

115

111

0.96944

Corrected
Total

482

13968

R2

Coeff Var

PR > F

38.96

<0.0001

Root MSE Mean

0.992019 6.25309

Table 13

F Value

0.984601

15.74779

Analysis of Variance for mean coupe net present value per ha over a 25-year
harvest scheduling period at the 95% level of confidence

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Model

367

4073274800000

11098841413 12.69

Error

115

100605054511

874826651

Corrected
Total

482

4173879900000

R2

Coeff Var

0.975897 76.78655
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F Value

Root MSE

Mean

29577.47

38519.07

PR > F

<0.0001

Table 14

Analysis of Variance for mean coupe cash flow per hectare over a 25-year
harvest scheduling period at the 95% level of confidence

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Model

367

13239653000000 36075347468 13.38

Error

115

3

Corrected
Total

482

1354981900000

R2

Coeff Var

F Value

PR > F

<0.0001

2697099011

0.977109 86.68775

Table 15

Mean Square

Root MSE

Mean

51933.6

59908.81

Analysis of Variance for mean coupe cash flow per m3 over a 25-year
harvest scheduling period at the 95% level of confidence

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean
Square

Model

367

19811

53.98048

Error

115

215

1.86999

Corrected
Total

482

20026

R2

Coeff Var

F Value

PR > F

28.87

<0.0001

Root MSE Mean

0.989261 6.307679

1.367477

100

21.67957

Table 16

Analysis of Variance for mean coupe shape index over a 25-year harvest
scheduling period at the 95% level of confidence

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean
Square

Model

34

5910378

173834.633 46.41

Error

435

1629376

3745.691

Corrected
Total

469

7539753

R2

Coeff Var

0.783895 72.9908
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F Value

Root MSE

Mean

61.20205

83.84899

PR > F

<0.0001
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Table 17

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for coupe mean total
volume over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using scenario as the
treatment
REGWQ
Grouping Mean

Table 18

N

Model

A

12298.6 33

orstan

A

12106.2 45

basestan

A

11333.7 43

spagestn

A

10632

43

agestan

B

6924.8

139

agemips

B

6813.3

128

spagesmip

B

5417.8

52

base

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for coupe mean cash flow
over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using scenario as the treatment
REGWQ
Grouping Mean

N

Model

A

282867

33

orstan

A

281475

45

basestan

A

263986

43

spagestn

A

246577

43

agestan

B

156900

128

agemips

B

152735

139

spagesmip

B

116978

52

base
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Table 19

Table 20

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for coupe mean net present
value over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using scenario as the
treatment
REGWQ
Grouping Mean

N

Model

A

218380

33

orstan

A

217197

45

basestan

A

203998

43

spagestn

B

189818

43

agestan

B

114034

128

agemips

B

108785

139

spagesmip

B

86585

52

base

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for coupe mean net present
value per ha over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using scenario as the
treatment
REGWQ
Grouping Mean

N

Model

A

52996

52

base

A

49794

128

agemips

A

45457

139

spagemip

B

19609

33

orstan

B

19251

43

agestan

B

19211

43

spagestn

B

19019

45

basestan
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Table 21

Table 22

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for coupe mean cash flow
per ha over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using scenario as the
treatment
REGWQ
Grouping Mean

N

Model

A

52996

128

agemips

A

49794

52

base

A

45457

139

spagemip

B

19609

45

basestan

B

19251

43

spagestn

B

19211

33

orstan

B

19019

43

agestan

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for coupe mean cash flow
per m3 over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using scenario as the
treatment
REGWQ
Grouping Mean

N

Model

A

86266

128

agemips

A

84210

52

base

A

68266

139

spagemip

B

25509

45

basestan

B

25385

43

spagestn

B

25203

33

orstan

B

25184

43

agestan
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Table 23

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for coupe mean area over
a 25-year harvest scheduling period using model type as the treatment
REGWQ
Grouping Mean

Table 24

N

A

10.5963 164

Stanley

B

4.9661

MIPS

319

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for coupe mean total
volume over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using model type as the
treatment
Model

REGWQ
Grouping Mean

Table 25

Model
type

N

type

A

11555.8 164

Stanley

B

6630.6

MIPS

319

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for coupe mean cash flow
over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using model type as the treatment
REGWQ
Grouping Mean

N

Model
type

A

268020

164

Stanley

B

148578

319

MIPS
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Table 26

Table 27

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for coupe mean net present
value over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using model type as the
treatment

N

type

A

206796

164

Stanley

B

107453

319

MIPS

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for mean coupe net
present value per m3 over a 25 year harvest scheduling period using model
type as the treatment.
REGWQ
Grouping Mean

Table 28

Model

REGWQ
Grouping Mean

Model
N

type

A

17.6896 164

Stanley

B

14.7495 319

MIPS

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for mean coupe net present
value per ha over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using model type as
the treatment.
Model

REGWQ
Grouping Mean

N

type

A

48426

319

MIPS

B

19249

164

Stanley
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Table 29

Table 30

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for mean coupe cash flow
per ha over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using model type as the
treatment
Model

REGWQ
Grouping Mean

N

type

A

77686

319

MIPS

B

25330

164

Stanley

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for mean coupe cash flow
per m3 over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using model type as the
treatment
REGWQ
Grouping Mean

Model
N

type

A

23.1955 164

Stanley

B

20.9002 319

MIPS
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Table 31

Table 32

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for mean coupe shape
index over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using scenario as the
treatment
REGWQ
Grouping Mean

N

Model

A

301.37

43

stanspage

B

196.91

132

spagemip

C

2.43

46

basestan

C

2.27

49

stanage

C

1.87

34

orstan

C

1.83

46

basemip

C

1.82

120

agemips

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for coupe mean shape
Index over a 25-year harvest scheduling period using model type as the
treatment
Model

REGWQ
Grouping Mean

N

type

A

87.797

298

MIPS

A

77.009

172

Stanley

109

Table 33

Table 34

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for mean coupe area over
a 25- year harvest scheduling period using scenario as the treatment
REGWQ
Grouping Mean

N

Model

A

79.293

46

basestan

B

75.986

43

stanspage

C

69.673

49

stanage

C

46.015

34

orstan

C

38.883

120

ageMips

C

38.669

132

spagemips

C

37.695

46

basemip

Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for mean coupe area over
a 25- year harvest scheduling period using model type as the treatment
Model

REGWQ
Grouping Mean

N

type

A

69.147

172

Stanley

A

38.605

298

MIPS
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